USING THE
DELAVAL ROBOT
SAMPLER
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DeLaval Check List
☐ First time start-up settings done?
☐ Are milk lines through all pinch values?
☐ Is air pressure to the sampler correct?
☐ Is sampler canister lid on correctly and tight?
☐ Is ‘fill’ line connected to the top of the canister? Is the return
line connected to the bottom of the canister?
☐ Is the robot off ‘Pause’ mode allowing cows to be milked?
☐ Are there enough bottles in the sampler?
☐ After first sample is taken, is there the proper amount of milk
in the bottle?

If none of the above resolves sampling problem,
call your robot specialist.
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Test Day Procedures
To avoid an unsuccessful test, consider items on this list before and after each test. This will help ensure
your test goes smoothly and that the next test herd and CSR are not left with a dysfunctional sampler.

Best Practices
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make arrangements to test the cows beginning mid-morning
Remove bottles from the sampler periodically if possible
Cap bottles and invert bottles three times which will lower the risk of sour samples
Place bottles in DHI box in the same order as they come out of the sampler
The herd owner should monitor the test, ensuring all cows are sampled by late afternoon
Once the test is ended, the herd owner MUST leave the sampler hooked up for the next wash
cycle and must disconnect it immediately after the wash cycle is completed
Switch the check valve on the robot with the original check valve from the farm (if available)
Use the Sampling Report to match the cows with the appropriate bottle

Sampler Checklist
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1½ inch gasket on the clamp; Double-check size to make sure the right one is left on the farm
Ball and spring? Spring on the return hose?*
Check that all hoses inside the sampler and on the bottom of the canister are attached. Some
are attached with zip-ties, be sure they are still intact.
Press on pinch valves to make sure they move and ensure hoses go through the valves
Turn the coils inside sample bottle area a few turns to make sure they move freely
If changing check valves, put the good check valve back with the sampler after testing**
Make sure sampler goes through a FULL wash cycle before being disconnected. Make sure
transport box is also washed

* The sampler will work without the spring on the return hose but there will be an increase chance
the hose may come off during testing.
** If the canister is full of milk or the vials are overfilling there is a good chance the check valve
needs replaced. It is imperative that the good check valves travel with the sampler.
The dysfunctional one can be put back on the Robot after testing.

Cold Weather Alert! Never leave the sampler in an area where it could freeze. If
the sampler does happen to freeze, DO NOT attempt to thaw using water.
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Connecting the Sampler

1

Select Mode

Please note! There is
no way of increasing or
decreasing the amount
of milk for the sample
as the sampler itself
dictates the amount.
To help ensure a
consistent sample size,
adjust the air pressure.

Depending on robot version software, you
may have to select More Modes first to
view the Manual (Closed Stall) tab.

2

Stop cow traffic
by switching the
robot to Manual.
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3

Exchange the check
valve on the robot with the
test-day check valve.

4

Attach the
Milk Out
hose to the
milk pump
connection

Make sure the short
end on the check
valve is pointing away
from the pump.

Make sure the
return line is set at
a angle between
10 o’clock and 2
o’clock

Control Box
ALCOM
Bus
Connector

5

Connect
electrical
cable to
control

6

Insert and reclamp Return Line
Connector and connect the
Milk Return hose with the hole
positioned at the bottom.

Milk Sampler Unit
Fill the sample in a ‘left-to-right’ manner with 70
bottles (one sample per cow). If the robot has been
programmed by a dealer, it is suggested that bottles
be placed in every second row as shown below. The
first bottle is labelled with the cow number/position
number for future reference.
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Start Sampling

1

Stop cow traffic
by switching the
robot to Manual.

2
3

Once the
robot is
empty and
paused
select
VMS Menu

Milk Sampler
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Highlighted
Mode
tab indicates
robot has
been paused

4

Enter Position #
Normal: enter 1

5

After you enter the Start
Postion, push OK

Stop Sampling

6

To stop test,
Select Stop
button

To stop sampling and return to this
screen, repeat steps 1 through 3
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Resampling a Missed Cow

From the office computer, launch
DelPro if not already active

1

Use the VMS Mgmt software to
locate the desired cow in the Animal
Tree by entering her number.
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3

2

Commands

5

4

Save
Changes

Sample all
milkings

6

VMS Settings

Move cow
into robot and
resample

When done, make sure to reset
the settings to 'Use MS-Settings

Delaval Robot File Reports

1
2

Reports

Milking

3

Milk
Sampling

4

If ‘General’ does not
populate, choose ‘FR’

Sampling
Report
General
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Processing the Bottles

Select date range
Scroll up and down
to ensure report
contains all cows/
samples from start
to finish

•

Reference the sample report to assign a cow number to each bottle

•

Key in the random barcode into for each cow

•

Send in the regular lab sheets
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Cleaning the Sampler
Failure to follow every step outlined below may result
in a cleaning charge being assessed to the herd owner.

In an effort to provide quality service and reduce the possibility of contamination from farm to
farm, all herds are required to IMMEDIATELY disconnect the sampler following the wash and
thoroughly wash and clean the sampler and shipping container. In return, herd owners should
also expect the sampler they receive to be thoroughly washed and clean as well.

IMPORTANT! Ensure the sampler has been disconnected
immediately following the scheduled wash of VMS.
Checklist for sampler cleaning to be done every test:
•

Wash AND wipe down interior and rack of sampler to remove any milk to
prevent build up of sour milk.

•

Remove lid of canister to ensure that milk and/or water has drained from
canister. When replacing lid, knob on lid must be located in the “V” of the
clamp hinge. Canister must also be lined up with the hinge. Check that the
sample drain hose at base of canister is attached.

•

Wash around receiving jar. It is recommended to use the brush that is
provided from Delaval to clean the camera lens on the robot.

•

Wash AND wipe down the exterior and to remove milk and/or manure.

•

Maintain cleanliness of transport box by ensuring that any manure, flies
and/or mud is removed from the exterior AND interior of the shipping box.
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Milk Carry-Over
By keeping the following information in mind, you
will help ensure both quality sampling AND test results.

In robotic milking systems, milk carry-over from one DHI sample to another can possibly affect
test results. This should be kept in mind when interpreting any pregnancy, disease, or Mastitis
test results from DHI. However, by keeping the following information in mind, you will help
minimize milk-carry over and ensure quality sampling and test results

End Cap

Access to
End Cap

Figure 1

Orange float

Figure 2

The biggest concern for milk carry-over is the amount of milk and/or foam left in the receiving
jar after a cow is milked and the milk has been pumped out of the jar. The receiving jar is the
horizontal cylinder located on the bottom right side of the robot. The end cap, which can be
accessed from the right side of the robot (Figure 1), can be quickly checked to see how much
milk and/or foam may be left after a cow is milked and the pumping is done .
The main cause of milk not being pumped out completely between cows is the orange float is not
set deep enough (Figure 2). The float should be adjusted as low as possible to fully empty the jar
between cows. Adjustments should be made by a service technician or the herd owner, never by
DHI Staff.
Figure 2 was taken after a wash. Similar to all other meters, a small amount of residue milk will
be present. DHI tests are designed to account for that, but that residual milk should be kept to a
minimum.
After a cow is milked on sampling day, the milk in the receiving jar is agitated and then pumped
out. Shortly after, the pump turns on again to empty the receiving jar completely. In some
setups, a substantial amount of milk/foam remains in the jar (Figure 3). If this happens, then a
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Milk Line

Figure 3

Figure 4

significant amount of carry-over can be a concern and an adjustment to the float should be
done. If the majority of the receiving jar is full of foam then more service is needed. One cause
could be an air leak in the milk lines. This could also occur if inflations and flex hoses are overdue
for replacement.
The sampler itself could also be a source for milk carry-over. If the vials are overfilling with milk,
it may be that the ball on the end of the milk line returning to the robot is not seated correctly and
creating a backflow (Figure 4). Some other causes include a kinked or cracked hose, the check
valve needs replacement, the air pressure needs to be adjusted, wrong size cup on the receiving
jar, or a sampler/circuit board software malfunction.
Here are some points to keep in mind when setting up the sampling unit:
•

Ensure the unit is at the SAME HEIGHT as the base of the robot floor and is LEVEL.

•

Hoses should be as SHORT as possible, with no extra ‘loops’ or low lying areas that
would prevent milk from draining out.

Proper adjustments and settings of the robot sampling process by your service dealer can have
an impact and can ensure all/most milk is drained from hoses, jar, etc., between cows. You are
encouraged to review with your robot service provider to ensure optimum settings.
Finally, should you want to further minimize the risk (in particular for mastitis and disease testing),
you have the opportunity to have the system automatically ‘rinse’ between cows. To learn how to
activate this option on sampling day, please contact your service dealer.
If you have multiple positive test results, another option is to review the cow ‘milking order’ report
for the day test samples were collected. This could help determine if carry-over could be cause for
certain positive results.
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